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A: I would use a single match function. Something like this: regex = '|'.join([re.escape(x) for x in
strings]) Then if you are dealing with a complex regular expression you can break up the
expression, for example you could use a for loop to look up the regexes and combine them into a
single expression with the regular string concatenation: def match(text, regexes): matches = [] for
regex in regexes: regex = re.escape(regex) m = re.search(regex, text) if m:
matches.append(m.group(0)) return matches As a bonus, if you use the re.search function with a
non-greedy regular expression, it will stop after the first match, not just the first one. def
match(text, regexes): regex = re.escape(regexes[0]) regex = re.compile(regex, re.IGNORECASE |
re.DOTALL) m = regex.search(text) if m: return m.group(0) return None Julian Heppell Julian
Heppell is an English filmmaker, known for his feature films including The Filth, Fat Pig, and
Dostana, as well as for his documentary specials. Heppell was born in London and grew up in the
village of Earley, West Berkshire. He was educated at Highgate School. He began his career in
video as a cameraman for the BBC in 1987, where he was part of a team responsible for the
restoration of early television programs. In 1989, he created the television series "The Acorn
Television Story" for the BBC. Filmography Chocolate Fingers (2002) – director, writer, producer
The Filth (2002) – director, writer, producer Fat Pig (2003) – director, writer, producer Sticks and
Stones (2005) – director, writer, producer Benny's Business (2005) – director, writer, producer
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